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Brussels, 4 October 2022 

 
 
Call for Expression of Interest:  
Secondment of National Expert (SNE) for the Africa, Caribbean and Pacific unit 
 
The ACP Unit of the European Parliament’s Secretariat General is looking for a highly committed 
Seconded National Expert (SNE), who can work effectively and communicate in an international 
environment, and could join our busy team before the end of 2022 or early in 2023.  

The post requires a very good command of English (written and spoken), and preferably of French, 
the two principal working languages of the bodies which the unit serves. Knowledge of Portuguese 
or Spanish would be an additional asset. The post also requires excellent drafting skills, along with 
the ability to analyse and process information quickly and precisely, while demonstrating a highly 
developed sense of responsibility and initiative. 

The colleague joining the team would serve as a Desk Officer responsible for a number of countries 
and a region within the unit’s geographical remit, and he/she should assume the secretariat of any 
of the Standing Delegations of which the ACP Unit is in charge and support one of the three 
standing Committees of the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly, together with the secretariat of 
the Organisation of ACP States. 

Prior knowledge of/and experience working on development cooperation, trade and/or political 
relations with African countries and the Africa Union, or with the Caribbean and the Pacific 
countries, are a strong asset for working in our unit. Experience of working with parliamentarians 
would be an additional advantage.  

Strong interpersonal and intercultural skills are essential, as the post will require contacts with 
Members of the European Parliament, other services in the EP, other EU institutions, the OACPS 
secretariat and third country missions and international organisations. 

Terms of the Secondment to the European Parliament: 
The EU Member State’s entity which seconds the National Expert must undertake to continue to 
pay salaries, to maintain his/her administrative status throughout the period of secondment and to 
inform the European Parliament of any change in the SNEs’ situation in this regard. The SNE’s 
employer shall also continue to be responsible for all their social rights, particularly social security 
and pension. SNEs are entitled, throughout their secondment, to a daily subsistence allowance 
(currently EUR 144.36) paid by the European Parliament, unless their employer decides otherwise 
and unless the geographical distance between place of residence and place of secondment is 150 
km or less. In addition, certain travel expenses and a monthly allowance are paid by Parliament, 
which depend on the geographical distance of the secondment (see rules in annex). 

Interested candidates who fulfil the outlined profile and conditions are invited to send a 
motivation letter and a CV to the attention of Jesper Haglund via e-mail 
acp@europarl.europa.eu.  

This call remains open until the position is filled. 

Further details can be provided upon request.  
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